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Dimer and String Formation during Low Temperature Silicon Deposition on Si(100)
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We present theoretical results based on density functional theory and kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
of silicon deposition and address observations made in recently reported low temperature scanning
tunneling microscopy studies. A mechanism is presented which explains dimer formation on top
of the substrate’s dimer rows at 160 K and up to room temperature, while between-row dimers
and longer strings of adatoms (“diluted dimer rows”) form at higher temperature. A crossover
occurs at around room temperature between two different mechanisms for adatom diffusion in our
model. [S0031-9007(96)00849-6]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Fx, 68.35.Bs, 81.15.Hi
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Advanced materials technology often involves growi
high-quality metastable structures. For systems far fr
thermodynamic equilibrium, a successful growth sche
giving the desired morphology maintains some cont
over competing dynamical processes. Thin film grow
by deposition of atoms onto a surface is an import
technique, and the key dynamical processes are diffu
of adatoms on the surface and the formation of dime
trimers, and larger clusters resulting in nucleation of n
islands. Much of the research on film growth by deposit
has focused on silicon, which has become the canon
example for studies of covalent crystal growth [1].

A great deal of effort has been devoted to studies of
growth dynamics of the Si(100) surface. Brocks, Kel
and Car [2] used electron density functional theory (DF
and the local density approximation (LDA) to predict
nonepitaxial (i.e., different from bulk crystal) binding si
for the adatom. This site is to the side of the dim
rows formed by the (2 3 1) reconstruction of the Si(100
surface (theS sites shown in Fig. 1). Diffusion occur
through hops between neighboring optimal sites, with
estimated activation energy barrier of 0.6 eV along
direction of the dimer rows and 1.0 eV for perpendicu
diffusion. This picture for single atom diffusion ha
been generally confirmed in experiments over a ra
of temperatures: Adatoms have been observed at
predicted binding site in scanning tunneling microsco
(STM) images [3] at 160 K, and their immobility implie
an activation energy of at least 0.56 eV. An upper bou
of 0.67 eV for the activation energy for diffusion parall
to dimer rows and an estimate of 1.0 eV for diffusio
perpendicular to the rows was extracted by Moet al.
[4] from analysis of island size distribution and “denud
zones” at step edges observed in STM images.

While these basic features of the adatom binding and
namics are now well established, several puzzling ob
vations have been made in recent, low temperature S
measurements of addimers and larger clusters. The
curacy of DFT calculations has, in particular, been qu
tioned [5]. We present here a mechanism for adat
1326 0031-9007y96y77(7)y1326(4)$10.00
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dynamics and cluster formation which is consistent w
the main features of the STM measurements and is foun
on energetics obtained from DFT calculations using
gradient dependent PW91 functional [6]. While the
sults obtained using the PW91 functional are qualitativ
similar to the LDA results, the quantitative differences
diffusion barriers are large enough to significantly chan
the deduced atomic scale dynamics in the relevant tem
ature range. We first present our DFT results on energe
and then discuss the dynamics at various temperature

The DFT results were obtained by calculations sim
lar to those described previously [7,8]. They make u
of a Car-Parrinello [9] type algorithm to optimize bo
electronic degrees of freedom and atomic arrangem
for a surface consisting of one to three adatoms o
slab of 8 layers with 8 Si atoms per layer. As before
12 Ry energy cutoff and theG point were used in thes
calculations, and Ref. [7] discusses the reliability of t
approach in some detail: Relative energies are estim
n
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FIG. 1. Segments of two dimer rows of thes2 3 1d recon-
structed Si(100) surface are shown and the four types of sta
adatom sitesS, T , P, and A. The numbering of the different
equivalent sites is the basis for labeling various stable addim
configurations referred to in Table II. TheU –U dimer con-
figuration, which does not directly correspond to stable adat
sites, is also shown.
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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to be converged to roughly 0.1 eV, but the LDA fun
tional can give relative energies that differ from tho
obtained by the gradient dependent PW91 functiona
up to 0.4 eV. The energies and diffusion hop barriers
the four stable binding sites (S, P, T , andA, see Fig. 1),
obtained previously [7], are summarized in Table I, a
new results on the energies of various dimer and tri
structures are given in Table II. The addimer confi
rations were generated by placing the two adatoms
stable sites for individual adatoms, while the su
strate atoms had the configuration of a clean, stagg
ps2 3 2d surface. The configurations were then
laxed to a local minimum in the total energy. Thr
separate DFT-LDA calculations have previously be
reported for some of these configurations [2,10,1
There is quite good agreement among the diffe
DFT-LDA calculations (see Table II). All the DF
numbers (including our DFT-PW91 results) show t
the lowest energy is obtained when the addimer
placed on top of the dimer rows (theU –U configu-
ration, shown in Fig. 1, is less than0.1 eV higher in
energy thanP1–P2 within DFT-PW91). TheS1–S5 ad-
dimer consisting of atoms in two neighboringS sites is
higher in energy, and, surprisingly, has the same en
as theS1 · · · S2 configuration, where the two adatoms a
not directly bonded to each other. The three atom str
S2 · · · S1 2 S5, is very stable, with bond energies comp
rable to those of the individual dimers. The DFT resu
therefore, indicate the observed [12], longer “S strings”
are quite stable.

Table I gives the expected time between adatom h
over the various diffusion barriersEa based on the
approximationthop  snd21 expsbEad and assuming a
prefactorn  1013 sec21, typical for diffusion processes
For a given time scale, new dynamical processes bec
active as the substrate temperature is raised. Calcu
and observed barriers to dimer motion (except for ro
tion between the two on-top configurations) are roug
1 eV or higher [11,13], meaning the dimers are immob
at room temperature and the abundance of observed
dimer configurations indicates the relative importance
different kinetic pathways for their formation.

The starting point for these kinetic pathways is the ini
site occupied by a newly deposited atom. Theoret
-
TABLE I. Activation energy barriers for diffusion hops ob
tained from the DFT-PW91 calculation. The hopping timet
(sec) is estimated for the three temperatures discussed in
text. The energies of theP, T , andA sites above theS site are
0.22, 0.59, and 0.86 eV, respectively.

Hop Barrier (eV) ts160 K d ts300 K d ts400 K d

Ea
P2!P3 0.27 3 3 1025 3 3 1029

Ea
P1!P2 0.34 5 3 1023 5 3 1028

Ea
P!S 0.49 3 3 102 2 3 1025 1 3 1027

Ea
S!T 0.60 1 3 1023 4 3 1026

Ea
S!P 0.71 8 3 1022 1 3 1024

Ea
S!A 0.91 2 3 102 3 3 1022
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modeling of homoepitaxial growth [14] suggests ra
thermalization of newly deposited atoms [15] before th
have time to move any significant distance on the surf
We can approximate the capture cross section for the
stable binding sites by the area of the attractive wells in
DFT-PW91 calculated potential energy surface. Ato
landing near theA andT sites will quickly find the nearby
S site and get trapped there, since the barriers for th
hops are only 0.1 eV. But atoms landing in aP site have
to overcome a large barrier of 0.5 eV to get to anS site,
while the barrier to hopping along the top of the dim
row, from oneP site to another, is only about 0.3 eV
Therefore adatoms landing on top of rows (roughly 4
according to Fig. 6 of Ref. [7]) will be able to travel som
distance along this channel before visiting one of theS
sites. Note that this differs from DFT-LDA calculation
[16], for which theP site adatoms would not move fa
before landing in a neighboringS site. A similar, low
barrier mechanism for diffusion along dimer rows has a
been suggested by Lu, Zhang, and Metiu [17] based
calculations using the empirical Stillinger-Weber poten
[18,19].

The DFT-PW91 energy surface and the predicted t
mally activated hopping dynamics (see Table I) are q
consistent with the experimental measurements of Wol
[3] at 160 K. The STM images showed mainly immob
and isolated adatoms atS sites, but about 40% of the de
posited atoms were found as addimers sitting on top
dimer rows [3], which could only be explained by som
ps
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TABLE II. Energy (in eV) of dimer and trimer configuration
relative to adatoms atS sites, also compared with recent resu
from YUT [11] and BK [10] (BK do not quote energies re
ative to adatoms, so theP1–P2 number is assumed the sam
as reported by YUT). In parentheses is the energy differe
from the corresponding isolated adatoms (leftmost column),
dicating bond strength. The two adatoms are close enoug
appear bonded in the first nine configurations. TheU –U con-
figuration shown in Fig. 1 is nearly degenerate withP1–P2.

YUT BK LDA PW91

P1 P2 20.76 20.76 20.7 20.9 s21.3d
S1 S5 20.58 20.45 20.5 20.4 s20.4d
A1 A2 0.00 0.35 20.1 0.1 s21.6d
S1 A1 0.3 0.5 s20.4d
P2 P3 0.3 0.5 (0.0)
P2 T1 0.2 0.6 s20.2d
T1 A2 0.6 0.6 s20.8d
A2 A3 1.1 1.1 s20.6d
T1 T2 0.9 1.1 s20.1d

S1 · · · S2 20.56 20.3 20.4 s20.4d
S1 · · · S4 20.1 20.2 s20.2d
P1 · · · S5 0.2 0.1 s20.2d
S1 · · · S3 0.3 0.3 (0.3)
S1 · · · P3 0.3 0.4 (0.1)
P1 · · · A2 1.0 0.6 s20.1d
S1 · · · T2 0.7 0.8 (0.2)

S2 · · · S1 2 S5 20.99 21.01 21.0 21.0 s21.0d
1327
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form of “transient mobility” of the adatoms. The potent
channel described above indeed leads to transient m
ity as metastable on-top adatoms travel long distance
rapid, thermally activated hopping. Eventually, they r
into one another and formP –P dimers, with some fraction
lost to hops into the immobileS sites. On-top addimer
may also form when a diffusing atom passes close to an
mobileS adatom. In our calculations, where we start w
a P1–S1 adatom pair, the structural relaxation results
the formation of aU –U dimer.

Several experiments on silicon deposition close to ro
temperature have been carried out [5,12,13,20]. Addim
on top of dimer rows are still a dominant feature at l
coverage (theP1–P2 andU –U orientations of the on-top
dimer are now in equilibrium [5,12]), but additional stru
tures are also observed, and the isolated adatoms hav
appeared. Moet al. [20] found that deposition betwee
300 and 650 K produced “diluted dimer rows,” strings
adatoms on the surface with only half the adatom d
sity of regular Si(100) dimer rows. Bedrossian’s hi
resolution STM images, showed the features consistS
strings, rows of adatoms sitting near the optimalS bind-
ing sites (as inS2 · · · S1 2 S5 in Fig. 1) [12]. Zhang
et al. [5] reported about a third of the addimers s
ting in the troughs in between dimer rows (in particul
S1–S5 dimers) rather than on top.

The kinetic pathways for addimer and cluster format
are more complex near room temperature, but they m
still derive from the motion of single adatoms. We ha
carried out kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations
the deposition process [21]. Each run consisted of
atoms deposited over 1–10 sec in a6 3 800 surface cell,
with equilibration continuing for another 10 sec, giving
deposition rate and coverage analogous to the labora
experiments. Adatoms are allowed to hop betweeS
and P sites, and they interact according to the dim
interactions derived from those sites, using energies
barriers from Tables I and II. TheU –U dimers are
not included explicitly except through the zero-barr
formation of on-top dimers from adatoms atP1– andS1-
type sites.

Our initial kMC simulations used the rates given
Table I, with the result that essentially all the deposi
adatoms ended up in dimers on top of the dimer ro
(of P1–P2 type, which we from now on denoteP –P)
at room temperature and above. This happens to be
most stable dimer configuration, but the reason for
dominance here is that diffusion along the top of
dimer rows is many times more effective than diffusi
along the edges, even though the overall activation ba
is 0.1 eV lower for the latter mechanism. The tw
mechanisms can be composed by realizing that theS and
P sites are locally in equilibrium on the time scale
these experiments. The fraction of the time spent on
is then given by the energy difference between theS and
P sites, exps2bDES,Pd, neglecting entropic effects. Th
frequency of hops along the row once the adatom is on
1328
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is nP!P exps2bEa
P!Pd, so the overall rate of hops alon

the top of a row is

ktop  nP!P expf2bsDES,P 1 Ea
P!Pdg . (1)

The frequency of hops along the edge (viaT sites) is

kedge  nS!S exps2bEa
S!Sd . (2)

Assuming the prefactorsnP!P andnS!S are the same, on
top diffusion will dominate if Ea

S!S . DES,P 1 Ea
P!P

even though the hopping barrier is larger,Ea
S!P . Ea

S!S.
Using our DFT-PW91 binding energies and barriers, t
condition holds by 0.04 eV.

This explains the propensity forP–P dimerization in
the kMC simulations, and also suggests how the ra
can be modified to better reproduce the experiments
Zhang et al. and Bedrossian [5,12], where a substan
fraction of the adatoms were found as dimers and lon
strings of adatoms sitting in the troughs. The energ
obtained from DFT-PW91 could easily be in error b
0.1 eV, but we have also neglected entropic effects, b
in the relative population ofS and P sites and in the
transition state theory estimate of the rates, where entr
effects and recrossing corrections can easily cause
prefactor for different paths to differ by a couple
orders of magnitude. Treating the prefactor for the ed
diffusion hops as an adjustable parameter, we re-ran
kMC simulations until roughly 30% of the dimers form i
the troughs at room temperature. Then someS · · · S 2 S
trimers also form. The prefactor needed to be increa
by a factor of 5 to achieve this [22,23].

Eqs. (1) and (2) then predict a crossover in the rela
importance of the two diffusion paths near 300 K. This
clearly reflected in kMC simulations of deposition onto
400 K substrate. Now 80% of the deposited atoms end
as dimers or longerS strings (some four atoms long) in th
troughs, and only 20% end up asP –P dimers. Because o
the metastability of theS –S dimers and longerS strings,
their abundance is very sensitive to deposition rate and
overall concentration of adatoms. In particular, an adat
diffusing “on top” into a neighboringP site can take one
of the end atoms of anS string to form aP –P dimer. If
the initial feature is only a singleS –S dimer, this leaves a
new adatom free to join or disrupt otherS–S dimers in the
system. Also, an adatom coming into aP site adjacent to
a three atomS string will most likely disrupt theS string
to form a P–P on-top dimer and anS–S dimer (this is
downhill in energy by 0.5 eV). The survival ofS dimers
andS strings, therefore, hinges on the fact that there i
shift from on-top diffusion to edge diffusion in our mode
If initially there is a longerS string it is likely to stay in
place and further additional atoms will produce strings
P –P dimers. This allowsS strings to develop into regula
dimer rows at higher coverage.

The large abundance ofS –S dimers and longerS
strings at 400 K is consistent with the results of expe
ments by Bedrossian and by Zhanget al. There, samples
prepared by room temperature deposition were anne
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at 400 K and then quenched for imaging. Bedross
found thatS strings became the prevalent adsorbate c
figurations [12]. Zhanget al. reported the fraction o
dimers on top decreased from0.7 to 0.5 in 12 sec of an-
nealing at 400 K [5].

This experimental result was interpreted in terms
direct addimer diffusion and used to infer that dimers
more stable in the troughs [5], in clear contradiction w
DFT calculations. But Swartzentruber [13] has recen
shown that this mechanism is not effective on clean, de
free parts of the surface. We have yet to identify a mec
nism by which on-top addimers would disappear dur
annealing (our kMC calculations simulated depositio
The rate reported by Zhanget al. [5] suggests an activatio
barrier of 1.2 eV, close to the estimated 1.3 eV activat
barrier for removing adatoms from steps [23]. Th
this barrier could correspond to direct dissociation of
dimers, but it is also possible that the low energy p
requires defect sites or the participation of other adato
on the surface.

To summarize, an adatom diffusion model with two p
mary paths for diffusion parallel to dimer rows, based
DFT-PW91 calculations of adatom and addimer ener
ics, can explain puzzling features observed in recent S
experiments. At low temperatures adatoms hop along
tops of dimer rows, resulting in the formation of on-top a
dimers. At 160 K this occurs only for atoms landing on t
of dimer rows. At 300 K all the adatoms form addime
or larger structures, again mostly on top because the
top diffusion path continues to dominate. After slight a
justment of the edge diffusion prefactor, about 30% of
deposited atoms end up in the trough in agreement with
periment. Deposition at 400 K then mainly leads to form
tion of dimers and strings of adatoms sitting in the trou
as the edge diffusion path becomes dominant. The
nealing experiments of Bedrossian and of Zhanget al. can
then be reconciled with the DFT-PW91 calculations, if t
on-top addimers that form at room temperature dissoc
in the 400 K annealing process. Our kMC simulations
dicate that the on-top dimers would not reform at 400
because of the shift in adatom diffusion mechanism. O
calculations illustrate two important features which se
to apply to the Si(100) system and could well apply
other systems: (1) The diffusion path with the lowest ov
all activation energy barrier is not necessarily the do
nant diffusion mechanism, and (2) the metastable struc
formed at a given temperature is not necessarily thermo
namically more stable than a metastable structure for
at a lower temperature, a consequence of kinetic effec
a system far from equilibrium.
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